Main logo

The main version of the logo is in color, but it also may be used in black and white. Please use the monochrome version exclusively on color, gradient backgrounds or with a limited print mode.
Collor pallete

Cyprus
Pantone 547c
C 92 M 56 Y 62 K 51
R 2 G 61 B 62
# 023D3E

Emerald
Pantone 2416c
C 65 M 0 Y 60 K 0
R 86 G 190 B 140
# 55BE8C
Use of the logo

The logo is designed for use in four color versions: on a dark green background, on a light green background, on white background, and also on a corporate gradient. It is worth noting that all versions are equivalent, and the priority of their use is set by the format and printing capabilities.
Black and white version

White background

FORBYTES

Dark background

FORBYTES
Clear space
Unacceptable use of the logo

- It is forbidden to change the proportions.
- It is forbidden to change the location of elements.
- It is forbidden to add and remove elements.
- It is forbidden to change company colors.
- Reproduction of outlines is prohibited.
- Placing the logo on non-contrasting backgrounds is prohibited.
Question?

If you have any questions about how to use the brand guidelines, where to find elements, please contact Ostap Hryncuk, graphic designer of Forbytes ostap.hrynchuk@forbytes.com